We would like to thank and honor the individuals listed below who have been members of the National Environmental Health Association (NEHA) for 25 years or longer. We sincerely appreciate their commitment to our association and the environmental health profession.
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“All members should take advantage of the online education opportunities provided by NEHA.”
– Gail B. Ingraham, California
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“NEHA is undoubtedly at the forefront of the various disciplines of the environmental health profession. Over the years, I have been proud that my state affiliate has consistently hosted NEHA presidents, regional vice-presidents, and speakers from NEHA Annual Educational Conferences (AECs) as honored guests at our AECs to keep our membership on the cutting edge of environmental health.”
– Janet A. Phelps, RS, Michigan

“NEHA has enabled me to directly see how environmental issues impact humankind and our environment. My appreciation of being able to travel to exciting places where I met outstanding colleagues is immeasurable.”
– Milton A. Morris, PhD, South Carolina
“NEHA has been a big part of my professional career and I’ve made a number of important professional contacts. Most importantly, I always felt I had a professional place I could go to seek out scientific advice, opinions, or technical support on routine or emerging environmental public health topics. The Journal of Environmental Health is one of my favorite professional technical publications and I enjoy reading the different articles. Knowing NEHA exists and is actively engaged in making a difference today and for future generations is important now, even more so than 25 years ago.”

“For nearly 50 years NEHA has provided me the opportunity to interact with the best and brightest in our profession. I highly recommend NEHA as a continuing resource for personal, professional, and program development.”
– Mel Knight, REHS, California
“NEHA and its certifications such as the Certified Environmental Health Technician (CEHT) and Registered Environmental Health Specialist (REHS) have played a significant role in my personal and professional growth and expertise as an active duty U.S. Navy preventive medicine technician and environmental health officer for the past 35 years. I look forward to seeing how NEHA will continue to evolve and support the current and next generations of environmental and public health professionals.”

– CDR Michael D. Cassady, MSC, Maryland

“Now more than ever, I believe it is important to have a professional organization such as NEHA representing the field of environmental health. Communities across the country benefit from the passion, education, skills, and focus from my fellow environmental health specialists and NEHA helps uplift our profession. I am humbled by the knowledge that environmental health professionals save lives through the protection of food, water, air, land, and vectors of disease. Bravo to us all!”

– Jannette Whitcomb, REHS, Colorado